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Foreword
The Chester Beatty Library and museum is the pre-eminent Irish institution promoting
the appreciation and understanding of world cultures and the engagement with the
peoples whose cultures are represented in our Collections. The Library contains some
of the finest treasures of the great cultures and religions of the world, bequeathed to
the Irish people and entrusted to the care of the State by Sir Alfred Chester Beatty
(1875–1968), a successful American mining engineer, collector and philanthropist. 

Since its move to Dublin Castle in 2000, the Chester Beatty Library has gone from
strength to strength. In its original location on Shrewsbury Road in the suburbs of
Dublin, the Library was able to accommodate scholars and had modest facilities at
its disposal to display elements of the Collection for the public’s enjoyment. On
average, the Library attracted a few thousand visitors a year. By contrast, within
seven years of moving to Dublin Castle, visitor numbers had increased to more than
250,000. Facilities for the Collections and the public were so greatly enhanced that
in 2002 the CBL won the European Museum of the Year Award. 

Today, the Library is one of the nation’s most favoured National Cultural Institutions.
Through international collaborations, it has brought extraordinary temporary
exhibitions to the public, by drawing from the permanent Collection (with exhibitions
such as Dürer, Muraqqa and Shahnama) as well as by borrowing from international
collections (exhibitions such as Leonardo, Rembrandt and Matisse).
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The Library has also broadened its offerings to our many audiences. Today, we
continue to act as a research library to scholars from all over the world. Through our
public programmes we engage with Irish audiences and international visitors to the
country. In addition, we have carved a unique role among the National Cultural
Institutions by reaching out to the existing and emerging communities in Ireland. By
drawing upon and interpreting our extraordinary Collections, we have sought to
engage, and forge relationships with, the newest members of our society.

Given the global appeal of Chester Beatty’s Collection, the Library has a strong
international profile, primarily amongst the scholarly community, but increasingly also
among the general public, in no small part thanks to the development of digital
resources and social media.

The time frame adopted in this statement of strategy is three years. This relatively
short-term focus reflects the financial constraints at this time and, as a
consequence, the limited scope for expanding the work and reach of the Library in
the near future. Beyond this horizon, however, we envisage developing a broader
portfolio of activity, for example developing our public spaces and our exhibition
areas, and by creating a centre for intercultural dialogue which will build upon the
significant work already achieved in this arena. We intend to extend significantly our
international reach and reputation.  With an eye to these longer term ambitions for
the Library, we will remain alert to opportunities for funding such initiatives,
particularly from international donors who wish to be associated with raising the
profile and appreciation of our unique treasures.
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Role and Mandate of the 
CHESTER BEATTY LIBRARY
The Chester Beatty Library is a public charitable trust established under the will of
the late Sir Alfred Chester Beatty, which was granted probate in 1969. The Library is
in the ownership of a Board of Trustees, appointed under the terms of the will of Sir
Alfred Chester Beatty and modified by an order of the High Court in 1997, who hold
it for the use and benefit of the public. 

As a charitable institution the Library is responsible directly to the Commissioners of
Charitable Donations and Bequests and comes under the aegis of the Attorney
General, in his role as protector of charities. It is over 90 per cent funded by a grant-
in-aid from the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltecht and this is the key
relationship with government in developing the Library’s activities and in protecting
the Collections.

While the Chester Beatty Library was originally the private library of Sir Alfred
Chester Beatty, today it is one of Ireland’s national cultural institutions and functions
as a museum that is open free of charge to visitors all year round.

The role of the Library is to protect, preserve and make available to the public in the
form of exhibitions, popular publications, lectures and other events the heritage
enshrined in the Collections and to provide the world of scholarship access to this
internationally important resource. 
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The purpose of the Library, having regard to its duty of care and acknowledging the
vital public contribution to our future, is therefore to contribute new value to the
cultural life of Ireland both at home and in its relations with peoples and cultures
everywhere. 

The Library has seen a steady increase in visitor numbers in the past five years:
during 2012, we welcomed over 250,000 visitors. It enjoys consistently good reviews
and feedback from its various stakeholders – visitors, scholars, funders, members and
volunteers – and in articles and reviews published internationally. Through its
permanent and temporary displays, its intercultural learning programme and broad
variety of public activities for all ages and backgrounds, it is a vibrant, engaging and
welcoming space for the appreciation and understanding of world cultures. We are
committed to continuing this trend by adhering to our mission, and by implementing
our Strategy for 2013-2015 which sets out how we intend to incrementally move
towards achieving our vision for the Library over the next three years.
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Our Mission
The enduring mission of the Chester Beatty Library is to maintain and preserve the
Collections of the Library and to make them available in the most appropriate ways
for the use and enjoyment of the public and for scholarly study and research, in order
to promote a wider appreciation and understanding of the international cultural
heritage embodied in the Collections and to foster relations between Ireland and the
peoples whose cultures are represented in the Collections
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Our Vision
The Chester Beatty Library will become widely regarded as the pre-eminent centre in
Ireland for the understanding of world cultures, advancing knowledge and engagement
through our Collections, expertise and collaborations.
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Our Changing Context
The current external environment presents formidable strategic challenges to all
private and public organisations, not least those which operate in the domain of arts
and culture. The political, economic, social and technical environment to which the
Chester Beatty Library must adapt is characterised by unprecedented change,
turbulence and uncertainty, which in turn presents both strategic opportunities and
challenges to the Library. 

• With the dramatically changing composition of the Irish population to include
significant numbers of people whose cultures are represented in the Collections,
the Library has an indispensable role to play in developing mutual understanding
and respect among all people on our island, as explicitly stated in our Mission.
This invaluable contribution to building a harmonious, multi-cultural society is
increasingly appreciated within educational circles and civic society in Ireland.

• The State’s fiscal difficulties have led to reductions in Government funding and
an unrelenting pressure to cut costs with consequent constraints on engaging
and retaining mission-critical staff.

• As part of the reform of the public sector, there is a growing desire in
Government for greater collaboration (shared services) in the provision of public
services. The Library is committed to sharing services with other national
cultural institutions where appropriate.  

• The digital revolution is fundamentally changing how we work, not least in the
potential for access to and interpretation of the Collections.
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STRATEGY 2013 – 2015
Strategic Priorities and Objectives
The strategic priorities of the CBL and many of the associated strategic initiatives
reflect substantial continuity of the excellent programmes of work heretofore
undertaken. 

There are eight key strategic priorities:

1. To safeguard, manage and develop the Collections.

2. To enhance access to the Collections for a wide range of audiences.

3. To improve physical infrastructure and facilities.

4. To ensure the CBL is financially sustainable and cost effective in its operations.

5. To invest in our staff, and maintain their high level of commitment to the
mission and work of the Library.

6. To promote intercultural dialogue and learning.

7. To enhance Ireland’s positioning and reputation in the international arena.

8. To develop a systematic approach to marketing the Library.
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 1:
To safeguard, manage and develop the
Collections
The CBL will continue to care for the Collections in line with international standards,
and to improve practices to ensure the preservation of the Collections for future
generations. The principal objectives involved in safeguarding, managing and
developing the Collections include:

Objectives:

1.1 Continuing to prioritise security

1.2 Ensuring preservation of the Collections for future generations

1.3 Continuing to encourage research as a core function of the Library team

1.4 Improving cataloguing of the Collections
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OBJECTIVE 1.1:
Continuing to prioritise security

Actions:

1.1.1 Complete the crime prevention review and implement the findings where
possible

1.1.2 Review procedures for all access to the Collections
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OBJECTIVE 1.2:
Ensuring preservation of the Collections for
future generations

Actions:

1.2.1 Complete and formalise a Collections Policy in keeping with best
international practice

1.2.2 To continue full condition survey of the Collections

1.2.3 To complete the programme of improving existing collection housing and
storage

1.2.4 To maintain high level of preservation for all items on display

1.2.5 To complete and embed handling guidelines for staff and readers

1.2.6 To address lack of staffing in Conservation and seek to ensure that there is
a long-term complement of staff to ensure continuity of expertise

1.2.7 To continue full training in Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

1.2.8 To complete the Heritage Council’s Museums Standards Programme for
Ireland (MSPI)
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OBJECTIVE 1.3:
Continuing to encourage Collections based
research as a core function of the Library team

Actions:

1.3.1 Encourage and facilitate research among staff 

1.3.2 Establish further partnerships with 3rd level institutions to encourage
collections-based teaching and research

1.3.3 Continue to support existing research collaborations with scholars
domestically and internationally; and provide necessary access to the
collections for scholars seeking to develop new collaborations where
appropriate

1.3.4 Maintain a programme of publications in association with exhibitions and
cataloguing projects

1.3.5 Bring to publication research projects already underway or completed
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OBJECTIVE 1.4:
Improve cataloguing of the Collections

Actions:

1.4.1 Finalise and implement the Digitisation Policy

1.4.2 Work to implement the recommendations of the Internal Audit of the
Collections on Adlib

1.4.3 Prioritise restructuring of the Archive

1.4.4 Develop a File Management Policy

1.4.5 Continue regular object audits

1.4.6 Continue existing and develop new collaborations to advance cataloguing of
key areas of the Collections
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 2:
To enhance access to the Collections for a
wide range of audiences
The Chester Beatty Library engages with a wide range of users including the general
public, new immigrant communities in Ireland, scholars and academics. The Library’s
ambition is to improve access for all through our displays and public programmes as
well as online for the enrichment and enjoyment of all and to encourage research on
the Collections. We will do this by:

Objectives:

2.1 Improving access to the CBL’s Collections and services

2.2 Improving digital access to the Collections

2.3 Revising and improving CBL’s public programme
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OBJECTIVE 2.1:
Improve access to the CBL’s Collections and
Services

Actions:

2.1.1 Review the potential to refurbish and expand the exhibition galleries

2.1.2 Review the Exhibition Policy and Strategy

2.1.3 Complete a programme of exhibitions for the period 2013-2015

2.1.4 Continue to lend as appropriate to scholarly exhibitions domestically and
internationally
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OBJECTIVE 2.2:
Improving digital access to the Collections

Actions:

2.2.1 Finalise and implement the Digital Strategy

2.2.2 Increase the use of digital media in the public areas, and expand online
digital content

2.2.3 Provide greater access to images online

2.2.4 Improve visitor experience on the CBL Website
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OBJECTIVE 2.3:
To maintain access to the Library for visitors
through appropriate programmes; physical,
intellectual, cultural and virtual access 

Actions:

2.3.1 To maintain access to the Library for visitors through appropriate
programmes: physical, intellectual, cultural and virtual access 

2.3.2 To incorporate access and public engagement through exhibitions, learning
and public programmes

2.3.3 To work with marketing and disseminate information about the programme

2.3.4 To review and update the Library’s Child Protection Policy with reference to
the Children First Guidelines 2011
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3:
To maintain and improve the physical
facilities of the Library
Largely because of the continuing success of the Library in attracting a growing
number of visitors and scholars, the available physical space and facilities now pose
a constraint on the strategic development of the Library. We will:

Objectives:

3.1 Work with OPW and DAHG to pursue the potential to improve public spaces in
the Library

3.2 Comprehensively review the provision of storage for Collections, Archives,
exhibition cases and other materials

3.3 Review and improve signage within the Library
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OBJECTIVE 3.1:
Work with OPW and DAHG to pursue the
potential to improve public spaces in the Library  

Actions:

3.1.1 Work with OPW to complete the plans for expansion of CBL to include:
• a dedicated learning space

• a purpose-built auditorium

• an expanded shop

• relocating internal fire escape

• refurbishment of existing galleries and 

• development of an adequate temporary exhibition gallery

3.1.2 Continue to liaise with OPW regarding maintenance and improvements in
physical infrastructure
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OBJECTIVE 3.2:
Comprehensively review and address the
provision of storage for Collections, archives and
exhibitions cases and other materials  

Actions:

3.2.1 Review existing storage

3.2.2 Continue to liaise with OPW regarding maintenance and improvements in
physical infrastructure

3.2.3 Reassess and reorganise off-site storage
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OBJECTIVE 3.3:
Review and improve all signage within the
Library  

Actions:

3.3.1 Review all signage within the Library

3.3.2 Tender for new signage

3.3.3 Install new signage
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 4:
To generate income to support the Mission
and Strategy of the Library and to continue
to manage our finances efficiently and with
integrity
For the foreseeable future the funding environment for the CBL and all similar
institutions will be challenging. To address the funding shortfall the Library will
continue to prioritise initiatives to make reductions and pursue opportunities to
diversify income streams. We will:

Objectives:

4.1 Maintain a culture of continuous improvement

4.2 Explore potential for further self-generated income
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OBJECTIVE 4.1:
Maintain a culture of continuous improvement

Actions:

4.1.1 Continue to develop collaborative relationships, and to pursue appropriate
outsourcing and shared services to achieve efficiencies

4.1.2 Continue with Internal Audit Plan under the direction of the Audit and
Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees

4.1.3 Ensure compliance with relevant legislation, codes and guidelines

4.1.4 Tender for major services
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OBJECTIVE 4.2:
Explore potential for further self-generated
income

Actions:

4.2.1 Review existing revenue-generating services and explore potential to develop
new services

4.2.2 Seek to improve physical facilities in order to improve commercial income
from café, shop etc.

4.2.3 Continue to develop and build relations with current and potential future
donors to fund special projects and to address gaps in staffing

4.2.4 Continue to develop CBL Membership Programme
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 5:
To attract, retain and develop staff and
maintain their high level of commitment to
the mission and work of the Library
All aspirations of this strategic plan are contingent upon the availability of sufficient
staff with the necessary specialist expertise in a variety of areas. The key initiatives
relating to human resources include:

Objectives:

5.1 Ensuring mission-critical posts are filled and staffing levels are adequate to
maintain and develop the Library

5.2 Improving internal communications and staff engagement

5.3 Providing opportunities for staff to build their skills and sustaining
commitment through the development of their professional practice
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OBJECTIVE 5.1:
Ensure mission-critical posts are filled and
staffing levels are adequate

Actions:

5.1.1 Liaise with DAHG to ensure adequate resource levels to enable CBL to
operate effectively and deliver services

5.1.2 Source donors to fund critical contract posts

5.1.3 Continue with intern and volunteer programmes 

5.1.4 Continue to utilise FÁS JobBridge Scheme and explore other internship/work
experience opportunities
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OBJECTIVE 5.2:
Improving internal communications and staff
engagement

Actions:

5.2.1 Continue current Management and Collections Meetings

5.2.2 Continue informal monthly meetings with CPSU staff rep.

5.2.3 Introduce regular meetings with SIPTU staff rep

5.2.4 Introduce meetings for all staff twice a year

5.2.5 Explore potential for external social events to engage all staff
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OBJECTIVE 5.3:
Provide opportunities for staff to develop their
skills 

Actions:

5.3.1 Research a revised system of performance measurement to support,
appraise and identify training/development needs of all staff

5.3.2 Train relevant supervisors in performance measurement

5.3.3 Agree revised appraisal form if required

5.3.4 Commence appraisals and identify training needs plan
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 6:
To promote intercultural dialogue and
learning

“Museums … have the potential to challenge, in the name of a common humanity,
selective narratives reflecting the historical dominance of members of one or other
ethnic or national community, and to offer scope for mutual recognition by
individuals from diverse backgrounds. Exploring Europe’s cultural heritage can
provide the backdrop to the plural European citizenship required in contemporary
times.”

(Council of Europe White Paper on Intercultural Dialogue, 2008)

The Chester Beatty Library has a unique role to play in advancing intercultural
understanding and mutual respect among diverse peoples in Ireland, where there has
been a dramatic change in the composition of the population. On the world stage the
Library can also play a modest yet distinctive role in building bridges between Ireland
and countries whose cultures are represented in the Collections.

Objectives:

6.1 Develop CBL as a centre for intercultural dialogue and learning

6.2 Continue to develop partnerships with key organisations (e.g. government
bodies and local authorities)

6.3 Recognise multiple learning styles and respond accordingly
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OBJECTIVE 6.1:
Develop CBL as a centre for intercultural
dialogue and learning   

Actions:

6.1.1 To design an Intercultural Learning Zone for the CBL website

6.1.2 To develop education resources for students, educators and learners for this
zone

6.1.3 To target cross cultural audiences 

6.1.4 To maintain contact with existing audiences and cultivate new audiences
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OBJECTIVE 6.2:
Continue to develop partnerships with key
organisations (e.g. government bodies and local
authorities)   

Actions:

6.2.1 To foster relations with the communities as represented in the collections
through the public programme

6.2.2 To engage intercultural dialogue between communities in order to create a
greater awareness of the cultures represented in the collection

6.2.3 To develop comprehensive adult learning programme (formal and informal)
that recognises the different levels of learning
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OBJECTIVE 6.3:
To recognise multiple learning styles and
respond accordingly  

Actions:

6.3.1 Recognise multiple learning styles and respond accordingly with appropriate
programmes 

6.3.2 Review training programmes for staff, volunteers and freelance facilitators

6.3.3 Maintain appropriate training programmes in learning for staff, volunteers
and freelance facilitators
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 7:
To enhance Ireland’s positioning and
reputation in the international arena
There is a concerted government programme to restore the country’s reputation.
Furthermore, the government has initiated an ‘Asia Strategy’ designed to strengthen
economic ties with Asian economies.  The CBL can play an invaluable supportive role
in these endeavours. In order to deliver on this strategy we will need to increase the
extent to which we work in partnership with others, leading some initiatives and
participating in others.

Objectives:

7.1 Strengthen International Profile
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OBJECTIVE 7.1:
Strengthen International Profile  

Actions:

7.1.1 Continue and develop CBL role in international networks

7.1.2 Continue to develop relations with individuals and institutions in Europe,
Middle East and Asia

7.1.3 Review the potential for travelling exhibition from CBL Collections

7.1.4 Seek to attract more international academic conferences
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 8:
To develop a systematic approach to
marketing the Library
As the CBL does not have a dedicated marketing team, the need for a more strategic
and systematic approach to understanding our visitors and what they hope to
experience from interacting with the Collections (both physically and virtually), as
well as attracting new audiences, has been identified as a discrete objective. The
principal activities involved in strengthening the marketing programme include:

Objectives:

8.1 Securing deep customer insights

8.2 Developing and implementing an enhanced marketing programme with
particular emphasis on the use of social media 

8.3 Re-branding ‘Chester Beatty Library’

8.4 Continuing to build relationships with tourism partners and using all
appropriate marketing channels
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OBJECTIVE 8.1:
Securing deep customer insights

Actions:

8.1.1 Evaluate and report on visitor survey statistics for 2013

8.1.2 Tender for professional survey

8.1.3 Commence survey
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OBJECTIVE 8.2:
Developing and implementing an enhanced
marketing programme with particular emphasis
on the use of social media 

Actions:

8.2.1 Complete Fáilte Ireland- sponsored evaluation of current digital and social
media services 

8.2.2 Additional websites for online advertising sourced and utilised

8.2.3 Write policy and guidelines for use of social media as marketing tool

8.2.4 Continue with Interns/work placements to continue social media 

8.2.5 Finalise and implement new mass emailing software NetSolutions
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OBJECTIVE 8.3:
Re-branding ‘Chester Beatty Library’

Actions:

8.3.1 Evaluate visitor feedback from internal and professional market research
visitor surveys 

8.3.2 Explore potential to re-brand CBL with stakeholders

8.3.3 Discuss findings

8.3.4 Tender for re-brand design to include logo, stationery etc.

8.3.5 Launch new branding
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OBJECTIVE 8.4:
Continuing to build relationships with tourism
partners and use all appropriate marketing
channels

Actions:

8.4.1 Identify key personnel in Fáilte Ireland & Tourism Ireland both in Ireland and
overseas 

8.4.2 Ensure CBL included in all relevant ‘fam trips’

8.4.3 Ensure CBL represented at relevant tourism events such as conferences etc.

8.4.4 Review and evaluate current brochure distribution

8.4.5 Engage and explore partnerships where possible with the hotel sector

8.4.6 Participate in travel workshops where possible

8.4.7 Build awareness of CBL among relevant Government departments and other
bodies and sectors including universities and businesses – many of which
have an ‘Asian strategy’
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Strategy Implementation
This statement of strategy sets out eight strategic objectives and associated
initiatives and actions to be pursued over the next three years and as such it will
form the basis of the Annual Business Plan and Budget for each year. It will also
determine the roles and responsibilities of our staff and form the basis of our
performance management system.

In order to enhance the prospects of implementation and strategic governance, there
will be a comprehensive review of progress in implementation reported to the Board
during the year, culminating in the Annual Report.
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